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The dynamics of an excess electron in size-selected methanol clusters is studied via pump-probe
spectroscopy with resolution of �120 fs. Following excitation, the excess electron undergoes
internal conversion back to the ground state with lifetimes of 260–175 fs in �CH3OH�n

−

�n=145–535� and 280–230 fs in �CD3OD�n
−�n=210–390�, decreasing with increasing cluster size.

The clusters then undergo vibrational relaxation on the ground state on a time scale of 760±250 fs.
The excited state lifetimes for �CH3OH�n

− clusters extrapolate to a value of 157±25 fs in the limit
of infinite cluster size. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2747618�

I. INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery,1 the hydrated electron has been of
fundamental interest in many areas of science spanning
chemistry, physics, and biology. As the simplest quantum
solute, it is a benchmark system for understanding the physi-
cal and chemical bases of solvation. Hydrated electrons play
a key role in radiation chemistry and biology:2 they can be
formed in living cells by ionizing radiation and their high
reactivity leads to radical formation with significant potential
for genetic damage.3–5 From both perspectives, it is impor-
tant to have a more complete understanding of the binding
motifs and dynamics of the electron solvated in water and
other solvents—not only to have a better basis for modeling
the behavior of free electrons in cells, but also to gain new
and fundamental insights into the nature of the electron-
solvent interaction, as expressed in the spectroscopy and dy-
namics of solvated electrons. Consequently, many studies
have been performed on the hydrated electron6–11 and its
cluster counterparts,12–18 �water�n

−. The solvated electron in
liquid methanol has also received considerable
experimental19–22 and theoretical23–25 attention. However,
only very few studies have been made of �methanol�n

−

clusters,26–28 and here, we present the first studies of time-
resolved dynamics in these species.

Experiments on the bulk hydrated electron, based prima-
rily on transient absorption,29–33 have shown that when the
equilibrated solvated electron is photoexcited, relaxation
takes place on three time scales: �1�30–80 fs �60–120 fs in
D2O�, �2�200–300 fs, and �3�1 ps.30 These time scales
have been variously attributed to localized and extended sol-
vation dynamics on the excited �p� state, internal conversion
�IC� to the �s� ground state, and localized and extended sol-
vation on the ground state.29,30,32 The difficulties attendant to

interpreting bulk experiments have inspired attempts to gain
further insight through experiments with �water�n

− clusters
using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy �TRPES�,34

from which the extraction of excited state lifetimes is more
straightforward.

TRPES experiments have shown that for �water�n
− clus-

ters in the size range 25�n�100, initial relaxation proceeds
first by IC from the p to s state at ultrafast time scales on the
order of 100 fs,35,36 followed by slower relaxation with two
time scales on the ground state.37 The IC lifetimes depend
sensitively on cluster size,35,36 scaling linearly with 1/n and
extrapolating to values very close to the fastest time scales
observed in the bulk, �IC���=54±30 fs for �H2O�n

− and
�IC���=72±22 fs for �D2O�n

−. The cluster lifetimes for inter-
nal conversion display a distinct isotope effect, while the
fastest of the bulk time scales is the only one to do so.32 The
first of the two time scales observed on the cluster ground
state �following internal conversion� has been attributed to
solvation dynamics within the cluster and takes place with a
lifetime on the order of 300 fs,37 showing little or no depen-
dence on cluster size or isotope, and corresponds well to the
second time scale observed for the bulk hydrated electron.

These results strongly support the “nonadiabatic”
mechanism for relaxation of the bulk hydrated electron, ac-
cording to which relaxation proceeds by internal conversion
on a time scale of 50 fs, followed by localized, then extended
solvation on the ground state.29,32,38,39 We note that the lim-
ited temporal resolution of the cluster studies ��120 fs� does
not rule out very fast ���20 fs� initial solvation on the ex-
cited state.40 Questions remain, however, as to the validity of
drawing conclusions about bulk dynamics from trends ob-
served in medium-sized clusters �n=25–100�, particularly as
it is still uncertain whether the �water�n

− clusters under con-
sideration bind the excess electron in an internalized state
comparable to the bulk motif.41–46

In order to gain further insights into the relationship be-
tween bulk and cluster dynamics, we have turned to the re-
lated system of anionic methanol clusters. The solvation of
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an electron in bulk methanol is similar to that in water, in
that the electron resides in a roughly circular cavity of a few
angstroms surrounded by approximately six OH groups,47

while the ground and first excited states are approximated as
an “s state” and three “p states,” respectively, resulting in a
single broad, visible absorption feature.48 The relaxation dy-
namics of electrons in methanol have been studied
theoretically49 and in time-resolved transient absorption ex-
periments by several groups.20,22,50–53 The experiments
showed substantial variations in the reported time constants,
but raised similar issues regarding assignment of the time
constants as were found for the hydrated electron. For ex-
ample, Barbara and co-workers51,52 found two or three time
constants for relaxation, depending on the probe wavelength,
with the first time scale observed being the fastest, on the
order of 200 fs. They left open the question of whether this
first step corresponds to p-state solvation or p- to s-state
internal conversion. Thaller et al.53 reported relaxation on
three distinct time scales with �1=105±25 fs, �2

=670±100 fs, and �3=5.3±0.5 ps, which they assigned to
solvent relaxation on the excited p state, followed by internal
conversion to excited ground state, and finally, solvent relax-
ation on the ground state, an interpretation in line with the
theoretical work by Minary et al.49

Recent photoelectron �PE� spectroscopy experiments27

on �CH3OH�n
− showed that, just as in �water�n

−, two principal
isomers are formed over a wide size range. Methanol II,
observed for n�70–460, exhibits a relatively narrow
��0.25 eV� detachment feature at vertical detachment ener-
gies �VDEs� �0.2–0.5 eV, and is favored at higher backing
pressures in the pulsed molecular beam source used to gen-
erate the ions. This isomer appears to bind the excess elec-
tron in a dipole-bound surface state. Methanol I, favored at
lower source pressures, is observed for n�140–460 with
VDEs �2.0–2.5 eV, displays resonant two-photon detach-
ment at 1.55 eV over the entire size range observed, and has
been assigned to an internally solvated electron comparable
to the solvated electron in bulk methanol. We have subse-
quently extended this range well beyond n=500 for both
isomers, with the same trends continuing at larger cluster
sizes. As discussed previously,27 the assignment of methanol
I to internally solvated electrons should be less controversial
than in water clusters, because the electron bonding motif
proposed for strong surface binding in small water clusters �a
unique double-acceptor, double-donor water molecule54� is
not available for methanol clusters. Furthermore, the metha-
nol clusters are considerably larger than the water clusters
hitherto studied. These two considerations imply that dy-
namical trends in �methanol�n

− clusters can be more straight-

forwardly extrapolated to the bulk than those for �water�n
−,

thereby providing critical data for comparison.
The current study focuses on dynamics in methanol I

clusters. Selected clusters in the size range of n=145–535
for �CH3OH�n

− �n=190–390 for �CH3OD�n
− and n

=210–390 for �CD3OD�n
−� are studied by time-resolved PE

imaging with a temporal resolution of �120 fs. The excess
electron is excited with a pump pulse at 800 nm and de-
tached after a variable delay with a probe pulse at 400 nm.
The dynamics following excitation is monitored by tracking
changes in the PE spectrum as a function of pump-probe
delay.

II. EXPERIMENT

The PE imaging apparatus used in this experiment has
been described elsewhere36,55 and only the details specific to
this experiment are given here. Methanol cluster anions are
produced by passing argon gas at 5 psi �gauge� through a
sample of liquid methanol. The entrained methanol is then
expanded through a piezoactuated valve operating at 100 Hz
and crossed with an electron beam at �300 eV. Ions are
perpendicularly extracted and mass selected prior to interac-
tion with the laser. The size of the clusters studied �n=300
has a mass of �10 000 amu� is too large for our mass spec-
trometer to resolve clusters of n and n±1. All cluster sizes
are consequently reported as average values of n±4%, with a
spread in cluster sizes of �n�2%. Experiments were per-
formed on three isotopomers of methanol: CH3OH, CH3OD,
and CD3OD.

The fundamental of a chirped-pulse amplified Ti:sap-
phire system at 800 nm �1.55 eV� with �80 fs pulse length
is used as a pump pulse. Part of the fundamental is split off
and doubled �400 nm/3.10 eV� to be used as the probe
pulse. Pump-probe delays are set by aligning the pump pulse
onto a computer-controlled translation stage. Data are col-
lected over 50 000–80 000 laser shots, with one to six pho-
toelectrons obtained per laser shot, depending on cluster size.
Photodetached electrons are collected by velocity map
imaging56 and the photoelectron kinetic energy distribution is
reconstructed using the basis set expansion �BASEX�
method.57

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows transformed images taken from
�CH3OD�265

− , where electron kinetic energy �eKE� increases
with the square root of radius from the image center. At
delays where the probe precedes the pump �−380 fs�, a
single, strong detachment feature A is observed. When the

FIG. 1. Transformed images of
�CH3OD�265

− taken with probe-before-
pump �−380 fs�, during the overlap of
the two laser pulses �20 fs�, and with
probe delayed 360 fs from the pump
pulse. Electron kinetic energy in-
creases with the square root of dis-
tance from the image center, and dif-
ferent rings correspond to distinct
peaks in the photoelectron spectrum.
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pump overlaps with the probe, a second, much weaker fea-
ture B appears. As the delay between pump and probe be-
comes increasingly positive, the ring corresponding to fea-
ture B fades, and the edge of the ring corresponding to
feature A becomes less distinct, indicating a shoulder �feature
C�. Similar dynamics are observed for all clusters sizes of
each isotopomer studied.

The evolution of these three features can be clearly dis-
tinguished and quantified in the corresponding time-resolved
PE spectrum, shown in Fig. 2, with eKE on the horizontal
axis and increasing pump-probe delay from back to front. We
attribute the intensity at low eKE ��200 meV� to direct de-
tachment by the pump pulse at 1.55 eV, while feature A is
assigned to direct detachment by the probe pulse at 3.1 eV,
with some contribution from resonant two-photon detach-
ment by the pump pulse. As the pump pulse is delayed to
overlap with the probe pulse, feature B appears at about
2.4 eV. At pump-probe delays slightly longer than the start
of feature B, feature C becomes apparent as a high-energy
shoulder to feature A. Feature B decays quickly without
shifting in energy. Feature C decays more slowly than B,
during which time its high-eKE edge recedes to lower eKE,
until by �2 ps it is no longer distinguishable from feature A.

The relative integrated intensities of these features as a
function of pump-probe delay are shown in Fig. 3 for
�CD3OD�265

− . The open circles correspond to feature B
�2.1–2.8 eV�, while the solid line is an analytical fit �Sec.
IV�. Shaded and black circles correspond to feature C
�1.5–2.0 eV� and a slice through the center of feature A
�0.5–1.2 eV�, respectively. Feature B reaches a maximum
intensity within the cross correlation of the laser pulses and
decays virtually to zero by 500 fs. The intensity of feature C
reaches a maximum about midway through the decay of fea-
ture B, growing at a rate similar to the decay in feature B,
after which it decays on a time scale of �1 ps. At short
times, feature A drops in intensity as feature B rises, and
recovers partially as feature B decays. It then mostly levels
off for several hundred femtoseconds, after which it resumes
recovery on a time scale similar to the decay of feature C.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Assignment of features in „MeOH…n
− clusters

Feature B is fitted by the convolution of a Gaussian �rep-
resenting the cross correlation of the laser pump and probe
pulses� with a simple exponential decay function of the form

IB�t� = A0, t � 0,

�1�
IB�t� = A1 + A2 exp�− t/�B�, t � 0,

where IB�t� is the integrated intensity over feature B at
pump-probe delay time t, A0,1 are constants accounting for
any offset due to noise, A2 is the amplitude of the feature,
and �B is its lifetime.

The lifetimes �B obtained are shown in Fig. 4 as a func-
tion of cluster size with �CH3OH�n

− as black diamonds,
�CH3OD�n

− as open diamonds, and �CD3OD�n
− as gray dia-

monds, with uncertainties as noted in the caption. Lifetimes
are observed to decrease with increasing cluster size for all
three isotopomers. No significant isotope effect is observed
in �B between �CH3OH�n

− and �CH3OD�n
−. The lifetimes for

the fully deuterated clusters are consistently longer by an
average of 25%. Although the lifetimes for �CH3OH�n

− and

FIG. 2. Time resolved photoelectron spectrum of �CH3OD�265
− with electron

kinetic energy on the horizontal axis and pump-probe delay increasing from
back to front.

FIG. 3. Normalized intensity of signal integrated over feature A �black
circles�, through the center of feature B �open circles�, and through feature C
�shaded circles� shown for �CD3OD�265

− . The solid line through the data from
feature B is an analytical fit.

FIG. 4. Lifetimes of feature B as a function of cluster size for �methanol�n
−

with isotopomers as indicated in the legend. Errors are estimated as 15% for
�CH3OH�n

− and �CH3OD�n
− and at 10% for �CD3OD�n

−.
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�CD3OD�n
− are mostly within the combined error of each

other, the systematically longer lifetimes for �CD3OD�n
− sug-

gest a non-negligible isotope effect, as discussed further be-
low.

The decay of feature C is fitted to a simple exponential
decay beginning at delays corresponding roughly to the dis-
appearance of feature B according to

IC�t� = A4 + A5 exp�− �t − t1�/�C�, t � t1, �2�

where IC�t� is the integrated intensity over feature C at
pump-probe delay time t, t1 is the delay at which fitting
begins, A4 is a constant accounting for any offset, A5 is the
amplitude of the feature, and �C is its lifetime. Lifetimes of
�C=760±250 fs are obtained, showing no consistent or sig-
nificant change with cluster size or isotope substitution.

The decay of feature B is most logically attributed to the
lifetime of the excited p state. Decay may occur via IC to the
s state or by excited state autodetachment �ESAD�, both of
which were observed for �water�n

− clusters.36 The experimen-
tal signatures used to distinguish the two processes have
been outlined in detail previously.36,58 Briefly, ESAD is
manifested as signal from the pump pulse at low eKE, rising
with the same time constant as the decay of the excited state
feature. In the case of �methanol�n

− clusters, this signal would
be at eKE�200 meV. We observed a slight increase in the
photoelectron intensity in this region during the cross corre-
lation of the laser pulses, after which it levels off, showing
no further increase with the decay of feature B. This initial
increase is associated with the pump-probe delay becoming
positive, at which point the ground state is no longer de-
pleted by the probe pulse before the pump pulse arrives, and
does not indicate autodetachment. On the other hand, the
recovery of intensity in feature A with the decay of feature B
also argues for return of population to the ground electronic
state rather than ESAD.

Hence, decay of feature B is assigned to internal conver-
sion from the p state to the s state, and feature C is attributed
to vibrationally excited s-state population. We henceforth set
�B=�IC and assign the decay of feature C to vibrational re-
laxation on the ground state. The residual intensity left in
feature C after �3 ps is reproducible and indicates that an-
other mechanism �such as more extended vibrational relax-
ation or evaporation� must become active for the cluster to
fully relax. However, we have been unable to directly ob-
serve this third step in the relaxation process.

We have considered an alternative interpretation,
namely, that feature B represents vibrationally excited p-state
population and feature C decays by internal conversion to the
s state, but find it inconsistent with our results. First, if fea-
ture C is due to detachment of relaxed p-state population, it
is difficult to account for its smooth shift to lower eKE—
usually indicative of �adiabatic� vibrational relaxation rather
than an �nonadiabatic� internal conversion to a lower elec-
tronic state. Similarly, if feature B were due to excited
p-state population vibrationally relaxing to give feature C,
then it is expected to shift in eKE over time, which it does
not. The time evolution of both features, therefore, supports
their assignment to population decay and ground state vibra-
tional relaxation, respectively.

B. Comparison with „water…n
− and bulk solvents

In Fig. 5, the IC time constants �ICM for �methanol�n
− are

plotted versus 1/n for comparison with �IC of �water�n
− ��ICW�

previously reported.36 In Fig. 5 and throughout the rest of
this discussion, we refer exclusively to the more tightly
bound of the two principal water cluster isomers �water I�.41

The linear correlation between �ICM and 1/n is not as perfect
as that of �ICW to 1/n, and data are available for only a
relatively narrow range on the abscissa �less than a third of
the length covered by the water data�, making the slope of
any linear fit highly uncertain. However, it appears that a
correlation does exist between �ICM and 1/n, and since the
methanol data extend nearly to zero �n=535 gives 1/n
�0.002�, the intercept is determined with precision compa-
rable to that for the water data despite the larger uncertainty
in the slopes. We note that Fischer and Dietz59 has recently
proposed a model based on long range, dipolar coupling be-
tween the p→s electronic transition and IR active vibra-
tional modes that yields a 1/n dependence for the size-
dependent lifetimes in �H2O�n

− clusters.
Several interesting observations may be drawn from Fig.

5. First, IC lifetimes in methanol are much longer than in
water and depend much more steeply on cluster size than in
water. Fitting yields a slope of �13±6 ps�n for �CH3OH�n

−

with an intercept of 157±25 fs compared to a slope of
�3.5±1.7 ps�n and an intercept of 54±30 fs for �H2O�n

−

��7.8±1.1 ps�n and 72±22 fs for �D2O�n
−�. For �CD3OD�n

−,
we obtain a slope of �24±18 ps�n, with an intercept of
167±66 fs.

The intercepts obtained above correspond to the excited
state lifetime in an infinitely sized cluster, �IC���, and should
thus be compared to results for electrons in bulk methanol.
Our value of 157 fs is in striking agreement with the theo-
retical value of about 150 fs obtained by Zharikov and
Fischer39 for electrons in methanol using a continuum sol-
vated electron model, which also recovers the 50 fs lifetime
for the p state observed in the bulk for water.29 Our extrapo-
lations for methanol and water are also in qualitative agree-
ment with calculations of Borgis et al.60 which predict that

FIG. 5. Internal conversion lifetimes for �methanol�n
− compared to �water�n

−

as indicated in the legend, plotted as a function of inverse cluster size, 1 /n.
Errors are estimated at 10% for both water isotopomers and �CD3OD�n

− and
at 15% for the other two methanol isotopomers.
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the nonadiabatic transition from the p state of the s state is
2.7–4.3 times slower in methanol than in water, depending
on the method used for the calculation. However, these cal-
culated transition times are for the equilibrated p-state elec-
tron, and thus apply, in principle, only after excited state
solvation has occurred. Since we do not observe p-state vi-
brational relaxation in this experiment �possibly due to insuf-
ficient temporal resolution, as mentioned in the Introduc-
tion�, it is not clear how directly these calculations may be
compared to the present results.

Our time constants �IC��� of 157±25 fs for the excited
state and �C=760±250 fs, attributed to ground state vibra-
tional relaxation, are also in good agreement with the first
two time scales reported by Thaller et al.,53 �1=105±25 fs
and �2=670±100 fs. The fastest lifetime obtained by the ex-
trapolation of data in this study is slightly longer than ex-
pected, if the cluster dynamics mirror those in the bulk.
However, the correspondence is close enough to suggest that
the fastest time constant reported for the electrons in liquid
methanol is, in fact, from internal conversion, just as for
water, and does not correspond to relaxation on the excited
state.

That �CH3OH�n
− and �CH3OD�n

− should undergo internal
conversion at the same rate is puzzling when one considers
that extrapolation of the data for �D2O�n

− yields bulk internal
lifetimes �1.4 times as long as for �H2O�n

−. However, it is
consistent with the study by Silva et al.52 of the solvated
electron in bulk CH3OH and CH3OD, which displays no
significant isotope effect in the fastest time scale observed.
The two experiments suggest that in methanol, the OH vi-
brational modes do not dominate in determining internal
conversion rates—an interpretation consistent with a theoret-
ical study by Borgis et al.,60 in which they observed that all
vibrational modes “contribute almost equally to the overall
rate.” For water, the OH stretching modes naturally domi-
nate. For methanol, however, a majority of the vibrational
modes involve the methyl group. Specifically, Borgis et al.60

note a very strong contribution to the nonadiabatic coupling
in a spectral region �1100–1500 cm−1� that includes both the
CH3 deformation and C–O stretch as well as the OH bend.21

This may be the basis of why �CD3OD�n
− should undergo

internal conversion more slowly than �CH3OH�n
− or

�CH3OD�n
− and why the overall isotope effect should be less

pronounced than in water.
Another notable aspect of the isotope effect in both sys-

tems is that it tends to decrease with increasing cluster size
over the range of cluster sizes where data are available for
both isotopes. For �water�n

− with n=25–45, lifetimes in D2O
are �1.8–2.0 times as long as in H2O, while in the bulk, the
difference is only about 1.4 times.29 Similarly for methanol,
internal conversion in �CD3OD�n

− �n=210–390� takes
�1.12–1.35 times as long as in the corresponding
�CH3OH�n

− clusters, but extrapolation to the bulk gives a
smaller ratio of �1.05 times as long �though the large uncer-
tainty in the slope and intercept for �CD3OD�n

− makes these
ratios less certain than those observed for water�. It remains
to be seen whether this overall effect can be reproduced by
the models being developed to explain the excited state life-
times in clusters.59

V. CONCLUSION

Clusters of �methanol�n
− �n=145–535� have been ob-

served to undergo relaxation following excitation of the ex-
cess electron on two time scales. The first is assigned to
internal conversion from the excited p state to the ground s
state with lifetimes, �IC, on the order of 170–270 fs, decreas-
ing with cluster size and showing a slight isotope effect for
CD3OD compared to the singly deuterated and fully proto-
nated isotopomers. The second is assigned to solvent relax-
ation on the ground state with lifetime, �C�760 fs, showing
no significant dependence on isotope substitution or cluster
size. These results support assignment of the fastest reported
time constants for solvated electrons in bulk methanol to the
excited state lifetime rather than relaxation dynamics on the
excited state.

The dynamics observed in the present study of
�methanol�n

− for n=145–535 shows striking similarity to the
dynamics observed in �water�n

− clusters in the smaller size
range of n=25–100. Moreover, in both cases, a linear corre-
lation is observed between �IC and 1/n, and extrapolation to
the bulk limit yields ultrafast lifetimes for the excited p state
of the excess electron, with values of 157 and 50 fs for
methanol and water, respectively, in reasonable agreement
with both theoretical predictions and experimental work
done on the corresponding bulk systems. Taken together,
these results support the perspective that trends observed in
the study of size-selected clusters may be used to gain new
insights into the complex dynamics of bulk systems.

It will be of interest to determine if the pattern of dy-
namics and the dependence of internal conversion rates on
inverse cluster size are a property of polar solvents in gen-
eral, or if they depend crucially on the presence of the hy-
droxyl group present in both water and methanol. To this
end, time-resolved studies on �CH3CN�n

− clusters are cur-
rently underway in our laboratory.
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